
Reading

Task one- Listen to and read 
along with The Explorer. 

You will need a pen and paper 
ready as there will be some 
reading tasks for you to 
complete throughout the 
story.  

Are you ready… 







Task time: Pause the video

You have just listened to pages 125-127, answer the following questions in your 
reflection book/reading journals. 

1.) Why might Fred’s father be upset if died climbing a tree? Think carefully 
about what we know about Fred and his background. Explain your answer.

2.) How do you think Con feels about climbing the tree? Find and copy three 
phrases that show you this. 

3.) Why, as a reader might we be surprised Con admits to being scared of 
climbing up the tree? Think carefully about what we know about Con so far and 
explain your answer. 

Press play and move onto the next slide! ☺







Task time: Pause the video

1.) Why do you think the author has used ‘ it made his skin buzz’? Give two reasons why 

you think this. 

2.) Read the text carefully, draw an accurate picture of the bag in your reflection 

book/reading journal of the bag and the items inside of it. You can use a new page if you 

need to. 

3.) How do you think the children feel about finding the bag? How do you know this from 

the text?

4.) Why are the children so interested in the bag? 

Press play and move onto the next slide! ☺







Task time: Pause the video

1.) Add the extra items in the bag to your picture, made sure they are detailed as they 

are described in the book. 

2.) The map! What a find for the children. Draw the map exactly how it described in the 

book! Make sure you put the correct things in the correct place. 

3.) There is an X on the map! Make a list in your reflection book/reading journals of what 

you think the X could possibly be. 

4.) Think about the story so far. Why does Con seem so shocked that the Amazon 

rainforest is beautiful? 

Press play and move onto the next slide! ☺









Task time: Pause the video

1.)  Add the dots and locations the children talk about to your map in pen. ( Not in blood of 

course!) 

2.) Explain why the children use blood to mark on the map? 

3.) In your reflection book/reading journals can you: 

Write at least two questions you have about the next chapter or the rest of the story? 

Write one theory ( idea) of what you think might happen and explain why? 

Choose one thing you think has been important/ the key event or thing in this chapter and 
draw a picture of it. Label your picture with why you have chosen it. 

Move onto the next slide for today’s writing task ! ☺



Writing Task 

This is the beginning of the next chapter and it 

is all about our character Con. 

Now, as we know, Con has not been very nice to 

the others so far! However, we have seen a few 

little sparks of kindness throughout the story. 

Your task

Your task today is to create a journal entry from Con. It needs to include-
How she feels about being in the Amazon?
How she feels about the other characters? 
One event from the story that has made Con feel proud or scared. For example, I 
might choose where Con has climbed up the tree to help Fred, when Con didn’t want to 
go on the raft or when the characters found out Con had a photographic memory! 

On the next page, I have started one for you. However, you can write or film it- with 
you acting as Con! We can’t wait to see what you come up with. 



Dear Diary, 

I am truly sick of this awful rainforest! Everyday, I 

am either soaked through or feel like I can’t 

breathe with the humidity.  

We have managed to find a den ( which I did not 

want to go into) and made a fire. I cannot quite 

believe we are still alive- especially Max! Fred, Lila 

and Max are okay sometimes but to be honest, I 

would much rather be here on my own…. 

Writing notes 

You can even use this 
as a starting point or 
pinch some of my 
ideas. 

Your diary should be 
at least 4 paragraphs 
long if you can. ☺

We have so many 
ideas from the story 
we could use! 

Remember to check 
all your sentences 
make sense and you 
have you capital 
letters and end marks 
(!.?) in the correct 
places. 


